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Editorial:
Welcome to the inaugural magazine of the RMC. Herein it’s hoped you’ll find much of interest for the
Reliant enthusiast; archive material, contributions from the membership, rally & events reports, Reliant
facts confirmed and myths busted and more… read on my fellow Relianteers.
Cover picture; to start our magazines we thought we’d show a photo of the prototype Reliant seen here in 1935.
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Introducing the RMC
Whilst there are a number of Reliant based clubs currently available both Elvis Payne and Mark Cropper
felt that there wasn't actually a Reliant club that covered every aspect of Reliant and indeed offered its
members access to its entire archives. The plan was therefore to form a new club that not only promoted
all the various vehicles (both three and four-wheeled) that Reliant manufactured, but to also cover as
much about the history of the company as well. Numerous myths and mistruths have appeared about the
history of Reliant over the last 10 years or so and so of equal importance is the clubs desire to banish such
myths and present actual facts that can be documented for future generations. On top of this, with the
arrival of ever increasing Internet speeds and the falling cost of bandwidth, the possibility of hosting a
whole archive of information on line is now more viable than it has ever been.
The aim for the new Reliant club therefore was to have a club that was heavily web based where users
could instantly sign-up and instantly access a whole archive of Reliant information. Quite by chance an
online archive was also something that Elvis had been working on since December 2015. Following talks
between Elvis and Mark the new club, the Reliant Motor Club was officially formed in April 2016.
However, before the club could go live there was much to organise converting the current web site Elvis
was working on into a Reliant Motor Club web site whilst Mark was setting the club up with things like a
new club bank account and setting out the club’s rules. The founders of the club were then delighted
when following an informal get together, Barrie Wills (former Reliant Director) agreed to be the club’s
President.
With the slogan, “The Club for Owners and Enthusiasts of Britain’s finest specialist car manufacturer” the
RMC was unveiled on June 6th 2016. The new RMC web site is the first web site to create an online
catalogue of Reliant Brochures and indeed present every edition of the Reliant Review newspaper from
1963 to 1977. This is just the start, as there are plans for the web site to grow tenfold. As more items
from the RMC archives* are scanned, members will have access to a wealth of information, previously
unimaginable, at their fingertips.
In addition the RMC has also joined the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. The FBHVC exists to
uphold the freedom to use historic vehicles on the road. It does this by representing the interests of
owners of such vehicles to politicians, government officials, and legislators both in the UK and (through the
Federation Internationale des Vehicules Anciens) in Europe.
The RMC is also the first club to join the Tamworth Heritage Trust. Set up in 2000 the Tamworth Heritage
Trust aims to record Tamworth’s past, preserve the present and safeguard the future of Tamworth’s rich
heritage. With the Reliant Motor Company being part of that we aim to also work alongside the trust.
* The RMC Archives consist of several personal archive collections from Elvis Payne, Mark Cropper, Dave
Poole and Kerry Croxton.
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Founders’ tête-à-tête
When I purchased my first Reliant Robin in 1990 to replace a stolen motorcycle, I
had no idea how much that little car would capture my enthusiasm and would
result in an interest that (to date) has spanned a quarter of a century. Although
it has been many years since the last Reliant rolled off the production line, the
interest in these fascinating cars continues to grow and as technology races
ahead, both Mark and I discussed the idea of a new club that took advantage
of this which resulted in the formation of the Reliant Motor Club (RMC).
The RMC means a great deal to us and over the course of the next few years we have a number of plans
that we aim to fulfil, the first to make our web site the World's largest online Reliant archive. As the web
site evolves more categories will be included and more information uploaded.
In the club's first 6 months we had no idea that we would be celebrating our 100th member or indeed
would be attracting members from all around the world. We thank each and every one who has helped
support us and confirm that there is room for a club like the RMC. We especially thank the Bug Club, the
Reliant Sabre and Scimitar Owners Club and the Kitten Register for all their support and demonstrating
that a club like the RMC can co-exist with other clubs.
This therefore all leads us on to our very first magazine, thank you to all those who have contributed
towards it and I hope that you find it both informative and interesting.
Happy Relianteering
Elvis.
--------------------------In 1966, when my Dad purchased his first Reliant 3 wheeler, I could never
have guessed what an important part of my life Reliant Cars would
become!
When Elvis was writing his last book we exchanged many emails
concerning the achievements of the Reliant Motor Company and lack of
accurate information available. During the conversations we had, we got
to talk about forming a club specifically aimed at promoting the
achievements of this unique car manufacturer and also making available as much information available
about Reliant to the members.
From the outset we decided that the club would be different from traditional car clubs in so much as we
would be the first to offer a totally web based membership experience and an unrivalled source of
information about the company. One other thing that sets us apart, we actively work in partnership with
other Reliant Clubs and promote membership of the model specific clubs .
The club has exceeded our expectations and with 100 members in less than 6 months we are obviously
very pleased with what we have achieved so far.
Safe and Happy Motoring
Mark
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President’s welcome
Earlier this year I was both pleasantly surprised and greatly honoured to be
asked by Elvis Payne and Mick Cropper to accept the title of honorary
president of the newly formed Reliant Motor Club. I feel very much the same
about the opportunity to address readers of this, the first edition of the club's
new magazine.
I was indeed most fortunate that the majority of my short but exciting six year term with Reliant fell into its
halcyon years of the 1970s when the company’s achievements were so significant and the future, pre-Nash
takeover, seemed especially good under Ray Wiggin's foresight and inspirational leadership. Those key
years of Reliant’s development bred the SE5a, SE6/6a, Robin, Kitten, and the increase in capacity of the allaluminium engine to 850cc, whilst enhancing its fuel efficiency. They also spawned the collaborations with
licensees Otosan in Turkey and MEBEA in Greece, through which the Anadol Estate and Fox were localised
in their respective countries, the latter based upon a Greek-built Kitten chassis. After so many successes, it
was indeed a tragedy that the second largest British-owned vehicle manufacturer of that time should
suffer such a sad, slow demise over the decades that followed.
Still - there is much to celebrate about all that grew from the seeds of founder Tom Williams’ vision and
belief in three-wheeled transport and I am confident what follows will both inform and entertain. As
always, Elvis Payne's enthusiasm and efforts have produced a publication of which to be proud, containing
more than 20 articles. Sincere thanks are due to him and all the contributors.
Dear reader - I hope you will enjoy reading all that follows.
Barrie Wills

Meet the RMC team
President - Barrie Wills
Chairman / Historian / Webmaster – Elvis Payne
Treasurer – Mark Cropper
Membership Secretary – Sue Cropper
Magazine Editor – Kerry Croxton
Technical Support: Sportscars – Dave Poole
Technical Support: Economy Four-Wheelers – John Pearce
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Barrie Wills / President
After ten years with Jaguar, the first five as an indentured
commercial apprentice from 1959-64, and a subsequent two years
with British Leyland as supplies manager of its bus division, in
January 1972 I joined Reliant Motor Company as supplies manager
and was appointed to the board in February 1974. I led the
development of purchasing, material control and parts
departments, and the sourcing of the Robin, Otosan Anadol estate
(Turkey), Scimitar GTE SE5a, SE6 and SE6a models, Kitten car,
estate and van range, TW9 pick-up, and Helicak taxi for Indonesia.
In 1976 I was appointed director of product development and supply, deputy managing director in the next
year, and headed product strategy from 1976-8, which included a replacement for Anadol designed by
Bertone (FW11). Under managing director Ray Wiggin’s guidance and leadership, I worked with sales
director, Roger Musgrave, and former Jaguar chairman, FRW ‘Lofty’ England, to develop a pan-European
sales network for Scimitar and Kitten ranges.
I resigned in February 1978, following group chairman Sir Julian Hodge’s rejection of the management
buyout attempt led by Ray Wiggin, linked to high-profile auto industry businessmen, Johannes Eerdmans
(who took Jaguar into the US market), John Barber (former managing director of BL), Donald Healey MBE
(of Austin-Healey fame) and Tony Good (a former director of Jensen) - and the Nash Securities takeover of
1977 that followed immediately afterwards.
In October 1978, I was recruited by John DeLorean to be director of purchasing of his company in Northern
Ireland, before becoming chief executive during the 1982-3 receivership and the longest serving employee.
For the following two years, I led Sir Clive Sinclair's electric vehicle venture, before assisting Proton of
Malaysia; Yulon Motors of Taiwan; the Iranian national car company Iran Khodro; the Ministry of Industry
of Indonesia; the Department of Trade & Industry of UK; the European Union; the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders; and many other automotive projects across Europe, Asia and North America.
From 1986-88 I coordinated the manufacturing launch of the Lotus Elan (M100). Then, over 1991-2, I
assisted the creation of joint ventures in Indonesia with Kia and Fiat. In 1992, I led the negotiation of an
EEC grant for Rover Group and, through 1993, a cost reduction programme on the Lamborghini Diablo.
When MG Rover entered administration in 2005, I initiated the Project Kimber business plan and, after
securing the services of Lord James of Blackheath as its figurehead, I led an all-British bid to acquire the
MG-related assets from the administrators of MG-Rover, having negotiated the transfer of the rights to the
discontinued Smart Roadster from DaimlerChrysler. Following the administrators’ acceptance of the
competitive offer from China’s Nanjing Automotive, having then secured the rights to the AC brand, a new
business plan was developed focusing on the Smart Roadster. This collapsed in the wake of the global
financial crisis of 2007/8.
In my subsequent retirement, I wrote my first book, John Z, the DeLorean & Me - tales of an insider, which
was published in 2015. I am presently writing a prequel/sequel covering the other 45 and a half years of
my 50 in the global auto industry, which will embrace my six years with Reliant. If all goes to plan this will
be published in October 2017.
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Elvis Payne / Chairman / Historian / Webmaster
My interest in Reliant dates back to 1990 when prior to starting
University, my motorcycle was stolen and so I replaced it with a
1973 Reliant Robin on the basis I could get a lot more bags in there
whilst travelling to and from University. Whilst at University I wrote
the history of the 3-wheeled vehicle for a history project and was
offered a publishing contract for it but it was “Vanity” publishing
and they wanted £2,000 towards publishing cost. So it went no
further.
As a result of all the information I collected for the project, in July
2000, I used it to create a web site on 3-wheelers at www.3wheelers.com which went on to become and still is one of the largest websites on 3-wheelers on the
Internet. In 2001 when Reliant closed its doors and production was then restarted by B&N Plastics, I
became the official webmaster for B&N Plastics detailing on line the progress of the cars being built.
In 2002, I approached Lledo and commissioned 1,000 1:43 scale models of a Supervan III that featured my
web site logo. The models then acted as a catalyst to get a real Supervan III and to restore it so that it
resembled the scale model. The Supervan III was purchased in 2004 had a full nut and bolt restoration and
another spin off from that lead to the whole restoration being documented which resulted in my first
book, “How to restore Reliant Regal” in 2005. The writing bug had then bitten and this lead to further
books with the Reliant North Cape Challenge in 2008 co-authored with my brother, The Reliant ThreeWheeler 1935 – 1973 (in 2011) and The Reliant Three-Wheeler 1973-2002 (in 2012) both co-authored with
Stuart Cyphus. Following these was then The A-Z of Three-Wheelers in 2013 and The Reliant Motor
Company in 2016 in which H.R.H The Princess Royal wrote the foreword.
Sadly my Supervan III was destroyed by fire in 2008 and was then replaced with a 1961 Regal Mk VI van
which are quite rare. The van enjoyed the lime light and was used for a filming and enjoyed appearances
in BFBS3 adverts, the BBC film “Toast” and the TV series, “The Royal”. Set in the 1960s, out of 8 seasons my
Reliant was the only one to feature in the program. The van was also used for the film “Soul Boy” but sadly
cut from the final version.
Whilst not using my vehicle I have also assisted numerous other TV programs and advertisements with
information on Reliant or indeed found vehicles for them. This also includes the infamous Top Gear
episode with the Reliant Robin constantly being rolled by Jeremy Clarkson. I was on that episode. Along
with TV I have also helped many newspapers, magazines and radio stations Worldwide with either Reliant
related information or photos. One of the more memorable request was from BBC America to write a
biography of the Reliant van for the extras section for a DVD of the TV series, Only Fools and Horses. In
addition to the biography I also took photos that were used on the packaging and the cover of one of the
DVDs. From 2006 to 2014, I also organised the Reliant Gathering in Tamworth on which once a year
Reliant vehicles would assemble as part of the town’s Heritage day.
I have owned a number of Reliant three-wheelers including three Robin Mk 1s, two Rialtos, two Supervan
IIIs and a Regal Mk VI van. At present there is no Reliant in the garage although instead I have been
collecting Reliant memorabilia to build up a vast Reliant archive which at this point in time, contains well
over 1,200 items.
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Mark Cropper / Treasurer
My interest in Reliant cars started in 1966 when my Dad
purchased a new Reliant Regal 3/25 super in blue from
our local dealership Roy Peplow & Co. I was just 3 at the
time and was seriously ill with a kidney complaint, so
purchasing a Reliant 3 wheeler made a lot of sense due to
the fact he held a full motorcycle license.
My parents to this day say that my love of going out in the
Reliant helped me recover. I started to collect sales
brochures and the Reliant reviews along with scrap books
full of articles about the company.
When most of my friends had posters of Ferraris and Lamborghini's, I had Bond Bugs, Robins and Scimitars!
I can recall the excitement of collecting one the first Robins on the road in 1973 and a small crowd
gathering around it when we parked up in Bilston, demonstrating the impact the futuristic Ogle styling had
at time.
It was not until 1982 that I finally owned a Reliant of my own, a 2 door Rialto GLS in champagne. Having
passed my test in a Metro the first thing that surprised me was the outstanding performance of the Rialto,
this car is fast!
In 1986 my child hood dream was realised, I finally got to drive a Bond Bug, and it did not disappoint! 25
years later, I purchased another Bug and did a total rebuild. I have owned 5 brand new Reliants, the last
being my mist blue Rialto SE estate that I still own to this day.
My love for the range of Reliant small sports cars started when I first saw the SS1 when it was launched at
the Motorshow held at the NEC, I have lost count how many I have owned but currently have an SS1 1600,
an 1800Ti that has been restored and an SST 1400. I have only owned one Scimitar GTE.
One of my favourite Reliant 3 wheelers is the Andy Plumb styled MK3 Robin, we have several examples of
these including 2 BN's.
I am always happy to promote the benefits of Reliant ownership and have twice driven a Reliant from
Land's End to John O'Groats. I also organised the first ever display of Reliant 3 Wheelers at the Classic
Motorshow in 2010.
My proudest achievements have been the organisation of the Robin 21 Rally in 1994 and starting the RMC
with Elvis in the 50th year of my family's continued ownership of Britain’s finest specialist cars.
Sue Cropper / Membership Secretary
My interest in Reliants started in 2002
when I met Mark Cropper, I have to
admit up to this point I was one of the
many people who believe they would
fall over on every corner and not go very
fast. I had never been in a 3 wheeler,
although my grandad had one, until
Mark took me to IKEA in his Rialto, I was
very surprised at how well it performed.
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The first Reliant I purchased was a Rialto that had been vandalised. The second was not a 3 Wheeler but a
yellow Scimitar SS1 (Winky as it had a wink when I got it) in 2004 that I still own now. This was shortly
followed by a Robin LX with a blown head gasket and some fibre glass damage that I called Norman, with
Mark's and my Dad's help I rebuilt the engine and I repaired the damaged body work, the results of my
work was rewarded by winning a trophy for car of the day.
I have appeared in Practical Classics Magazine after I rebuilt my SS1 1600 after it got written off, and drove
our orange BN1 in a publicity shoot for Kerrang Radio. I first exhibited a car at the NEC Classic Motorshow
in 2007 with the RSSOC and in 2010, Mark and I arranged the first ever display of Reliant 3 Wheelers at the
classic Motorshow. We have also displayed our cars at the Silverstone Classic also doing several laps of the
circuit.
Mark and I have driven a Mk3 Robin (Blue Boy) from John O'Groats to Land's End, rebuilt a Scimitar 1800 TI
and I am currently restoring a Reliant Kitten. I am not afraid to get my hands dirty and I am always happy
to help anyone get their Reliant back where it should be on the road!
Kerry Croxton / Magazine Editor
Though my late mother owned a Regal in the 1960’s, my first
introduction to Reliants was in the form of a green ex-Council
Reliant TW9/Ant dropside truck that my Dad and a fellow
beekeeper bought in the ‘80’s and used to transport beehives
to their out-apiaries. Throughout the years Dad owned the Ant,
I drove it on many occasions, either when my regular tin box let
me down or for deliveries (it’s amazing how friends you have
when you own a light truck or van!). I even used the Ant to
transport our departmental raft down to the River Turn for the
local raft race.
I enjoyed driving the Ant – its quirky looks and the high driving
position, always amazed at what a sturdy workhorse it was.
Despite being only 848cc it would carry half a ton of logs with ease and could carry up to 16 cwt if required.
Such was my affinity with the Ant I purchased my own a few years later. Rescued from a West Midlands
scarp yard, I renovated the tipper until it was roadworthy, however never completed the project, having
got disillusioned with the DVLA when I tried to register the vehicle for which all documentation had been
lost.
When the tin box (Bedford HA110 van) finally became terminally rusty I, at
the suggestion of my Dad, bought a Reliant as a replacement. Free from
the dreaded “tin-worm” the Reliant’s fibreglass body and galvanised
chassis promised a long life. Indeed I had the vehicle for 12 years and
120,000 miles. Used to the versatility of a small van, I had purchased a
white Rialto 2 van.
Not content with the bland white paintwork I adorned the bonnet with
“Snaggletooth”, the iconic Motorhead logo. The Ant was far from a flying
machine – screaming its head off at anything above 60mph, though I did
have 70+ put of it (don’t tell Dad!!). Conversation at above 30 mph was
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almost impossible. The Rialto was quite a contrast –much higher geared, and as a consequence much
quieter and significantly more economical and faster that my tin box. I was hooked.
As a lifelong classic car enthusiast I jumped at the chance of purchasing a 1969 Regal 21E saloon when the
opportunity arose. I exhibited the Regal at a number of local classic car shows and microcar rallies further
afield. I have driven both Rialto 2 van and Tandy Fox from Land’s End to John O’Groats. I have exhibited
Reliants at three of the NEC Classic Motorshows and my Reliants have featured in newspaper, television
and radio articles. Over the last 20+ years I have owned and driven a succession of Reliant models, both
three and four-wheeled and even no wheeled!
I have had over 30 Reliants including 5 Rialto 2’s, several Rialtos, Robins, Mk1 and 2, Regals MkV, 3/25 and
3/30, Ant, various Rebels, Kittens and Foxes, Scimitar GTE and Metrocab. My current fleet includes what is
believed to be the oldest Rebel saloon still in the country, the oldest Rebel van in existence, one of only a
handful of Giant (Robin SLX) pickups, Tandy Fox camper and Metrocab. I even have a Reliant powered
Allett lawnmower. My daily driver is my pearlescent violet, 32 year-old Rialto 2 van which has now clocked
up 186,000 miles on the original engine.
I have been involved in various car owners’ clubs over the years including the Reliant Owners Club for
which I have been magazine editor of both local and National magazines over the last 20 years. I have also
written and published the first of three books on the subject of three-wheelers. I am therefore grateful to
have been asked to edit the inaugural edition of the Reliant Motor Club magazine. Thankfully, unlike
previous positions, the job of editor has so far lived up to its title. With so many interesting articles being
contributed by the membership if has been a joy to read and collate these. Hope you enjoy the magazine
and until then next one I would like to wish you all happy and safe motoring – Kerry.
Dave Poole / Technical Support - Sportscars
I've been a Reliant fan since 1998,
which was when I purchased a 1969
Reliant Scimitar GTE SE5. I knew
nothing about the Reliant sports cars
and soon starting looking into the
fascinating history of Reliant Sabre and
Scimitar sports cars. In 2004, I started
my own website www.sportingreliants.com
Over the last 18 years I have collected
a large amount of Reliant memorabilia.
While I mainly focus on the Reliant
sports cars, I have a great interest in
the whole history of Reliant.
I got married to my lovely wife Teresa in 2015 and we have a Springer Spaniel called "Sabre".
Our bungalow is called "Scimview" and our spare bedroom is called the "Reliant Room", so I'm very lucky
to have such an understanding wife!
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John Pearce / Technical Support - Economy Four-Wheelers
Born 1951, a “Festival of Britain” baby, in Stepney, east London.
Studied electrical/electronic engineering, attaining a degree in the
latter. Married to Susan in 1975, we moved up from London to the
Leighton Buzzard area back in the early 1980’s. We’re planning to
move again, early in the New Year, this time to even further north of
Watford…..
Following my apprenticeship, I drifted through various jobs whilst
completing my studies until I joined the MOD and later London
Underground, as a test engineer. Thereafter I’ve specialised in the
repair of computers/systems, server farms and such, (to component
level) all over the UK, only “retiring” in 2008 when it became
necessary to take in and care for Susan’s elderly mother (who passed
away August 2016, aged 96). We have a son and 2 grandchildren,
Cameron and Caitlin.
I’ve pretty much always had a Reliant (or two) in my stable of vehicles,
my first, just after passing my bike test (1967), being an unexpected
present. Up to then I wasn’t interested in cars, or Reliants!! This was
an attempt by my (late) mother to discourage me from riding
motorcycles – didn’t work, in fact I still have one, a mint 1974 Honda
CB500/4!!
It was FOO 102B, a blue Regal 3/25 van, now, alas long since gone,
unless anyone knows better……… Even though I passed my car test a
year later, I still kept the Regal. I was an apprentice and it was cheap
to run and kept me dry in winter so I saw no point in changing.
I only sold it (in the early 70’s) when I acquired a red Rebel 700 van….. (I don’t recall the number, think it
was URD xxxH). This was excellent, until it burst into flames, waiting at a set of traffic lights on the A1 at
Sandy in Beds. Back then of course it was just an old van, certainly not “classic” so it was written off by the
insurance. The Reliant bug did not go away however, and the following year, I bought a “runabout” in the
shape of a Kitten. The rest is history!
My “Flying Jaffa’s” been an amazing car and I know of no others, three or four wheels, which have racked
up as many miles….. The odometer is presently 20k into its sixth rotation, mainly due to a 100+ miles a day
commute, followed by a “purple” period from the mid-1990’s to the mid-“noughties” when it became my
primary transport/office/workshop/even sometimes hotel as I scuttled all over the UK for my work. From
the old MOT’s it averaged just over 47k/year over this period……
Of course it and I are now firmly retired so it’ll not hit a million miles, at least not in my lifetime…… Since
2012, it’s benefitted from a “rolling rebuild”, but being re-engineered (under the skin) for the 21st century,
keeping the outside pretty much stock. This is ongoing and I hope to have the next phase up and running
by the middle of 2017…. What am I planning next? You’ll just have to wait and see!!!
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It presently has a Hans Kirama engine, Weber (with a 750 Robin
air filter), Electric SU fuel pump (in the boot along with an
inertia switch), Aldon Amethyst fully programmable ignition, 4branch, alloy radiator, Scimitar header tank and uses Evans
coolant (for over 10 years now) plus a Kenlowe fan.
Underneath the original chassis has been galvanised, poly
bushed and fully rebuilt, Gaz shocks fitted all round, Fox hubs
and disc front brakes plus a servo, Fox rear hubs and drums, 4.5
x 12” Minilite alloys (with 145/70 tyres) amongst other
changes. Inside it has Microcar seats and I’ve changed the dash
layout to put all the switches in the centre, with the main dials
(Speedo, rev counter, fuel and (capillary) temperature gauge
directly in front, flanking a Scimitar/Triumph segmented warning light cluster directly in my eye line. The
original oil pressure and battery gauges were junked decades ago – I’ll notice a warning light
Other odd Reliants have come and been passed on down the years as well, three and four wheeled,
including having owned a Salamander and for a short period, the Bobcat…..
Club-wise, I’m a long-term member of the Kitten Register, hosting/running the web site and taking on
more duties these days assisting Brian Marshall, and also a committee member of the ROC, having taken
over as National Historian (a job I’ve been doing for the RKR since the mid 1990’s) when Bob Neal stood
down. Additionally I liaise with the DVLA and Federation on behalf of both clubs.
Vacancies
We have vacancies at the RMC. Would you like to be a part of the team and take on any of these voluntary
positions?





Secretary
Technical Support – Three Wheelers
Technical Support – Export Models Israel
Technical Support – Export Models Turkey
If you would like to help or would like to know more then please drop us an email to:
members@reliantclub.co.uk
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Photos from the Archives:
From buses to vans
Whilst the RMC Photo archive has literally hundreds of photographs, not all of them are necessarily of
vehicles Reliant produced but also of the people and buildings at Reliant. The following two images came
from Dave Poole who is the archivist for the Reliant Sabre and Scimitar Owners Club. The images,
estimated to have been taken in the 1960s, show the buildings on the South side of the A5 but more
interestingly appear to concentrate on the writing on the wall. Whilst much of it has been painted out or
has worn away, clearly visible are the words "OMN......SHIRE TRACTION Co Ltd" giving a hint of life before
Reliant. At first glance it would appear as though this could be Omnibus Warwickshire Traction Co Ltd"
although that was not the name of any past companies based on this site. It is worth noting at this point
that Reliant used to be in North Warwickshire as it wasn't until later on that the area fell under
Staffordshire.

Prior to Reliant life, the Two Gates site was a flour mill and then a boot factory. The boot factory was
owned by John Thornburn who, in July 1913, built a garage on the site made of corrugated iron and wood,
with sliding doors at the front. Known simply as "The Motor Bus Service", Thornburn started a trail
bus service between Tamworth and the adjacent townships. The success of these services resulted
in the North Warwickshire Motor Omnibus and Traction Company Ltd being established in October 1913.
Still controlled by Thornburn, this then took over the operations in the Tamworth, Atherstone and
Nuneaton area.
In February 1918 the site was then taken over by the Birmingham and Midland Motor Omnibus Company
Limited (BMMO—Midland “Red” Motor Services). They operated from the site until August 1928, when
they then moved to a new purpose built garage in Aldergate, Tamworth. The Two Gates buildings then
remained empty for seven years falling into disrepair until it was then rented to Tom L Williams in 1935 to
start Reliant production.
Although it may not be too obvious from the images shown, the end part of the writing on the wall
displaying "TRACTION Co Ltd" is a smaller font. This suggest that this was painted on circa 1913 as part of
the name North Warwickshire Motor Omnibus and Traction Company”. The darker shading and larger font
of “OMN......SHIRE” before this possibly shows that at some point circa 1918 - 1928 the original name was
painted over and possibly something like “Omnibus North Warwickshire” painted over the top. Parts of
this itself that then painted over in later years. Photos right up to the buildings demise show that the
writing on the wall continued to display a link to the past. That little bit of history vanished along with
Reliant on the South side of the A5 in1989.
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Midland Red employees assemble for a team photograph in 1922.

The same garage in 1936, now being used by Reliant.
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Ex-Employee Interview:
Jack Timbury. Apprentice at Reliant 1937 – 1938
Imagine you could pick up the phone and speak to someone who worked at Reliant in the 1930s and grab a
little insight into what Reliant was like at that time. Elvis Payne was given just that opportunity recently
when following an article about his book, "The Reliant Motor Company" in the Tamworth Herald, Jack
Timbury contacted the Herald and asked them to forward on his contact details.
Born in 1923, Jack was just 14 years old when he started at the Reliant Engineering Company, (Tamworth)
Ltd. Jack explains that he had just left Polesworth Central School and was looking for a job. A pal of his,
Charlie Seaton, suggested, "Why don't you try where I work?” Jack then approached Reliant and following
an interview with Tom Williams and Tommo Thompson, he was set on as an apprentice in August 1937.
Charlie and Jack would then cycle together the 4½ mile journey from Birchmoor to Reliant everyday getting
to work for 7:30 – 8am and leaving around 5pm.
At the time Reliant, as a company, was just 2 years old and was based in the old Midland Red Bus Deport at
Two Gates, which incidentally was where Jack's Uncle Arthur used to work as a bus driver. Jack was set on
as an apprentice Tinsmith and reported to George Good, who, in between smoking 20 Players cigarettes a
day (whilst never actually inhaling), was always quick to put out his name was pronounced "Gude" and not
"Good".
Using a large hammer, Jack's job involved placing a square piece of aluminium on a sand bag and then
literally hammering it all day until it became a flat saucer shape. This was then cut and used as the corner
pieces on the wooden sections of a Reliant 7cwt and 10 cwt van bodies. Jack said, “This used to make your
arms really sore”.
Whilst Reliant made a lot of its own components, one of Jack's other task was to clean up various parts
that Reliant purchased in. These included mudguards along with parts to make up front and rear wheels
that were covered in thick grease to stop them rusting. Dressed in a rubber pinafore and large gloves, it
was Jack's job to clean off the grease. This was done by dipping the parts in a tank full of chemicals and
scrubbing them until they were clean. The parts were then dried off, given a coat of primer and placed into
a large gas oven to dry them off.
Jack recalls with a chuckle that on one occasion his fellow colleague, Ron Illsley, blew the oven up. The
oven contained two burners and over them there were long rails that held the parts in situ. On one
particular day, one of the burners went out and so Ron lit a piece of paper and shoved it through a peep
hole at the front of the oven. Instantly the oven blew up, much to the dismay of Williams and had to be
rebuilt, although when it was, additional safety measures were included to ensure it could not happen
again. In the factory there was also a furnace and whilst most people went home for their lunch break,
others would place billycans on the furnace to make tea.
At the time Reliant was building both a 7cwt van powered by a single cylinder 600cc JAP engine and 10cwt
van powered by a twin cylinder JAP engine. The vehicles were built on a track assembly with three rails
and as Jack recalls, Reliant were building around four vans a week.
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Despite his tender years when working at Reliant, Jack recalls the names of many who were at Reliant at
that time. At the front of the building were the offices, naturally one of these was used by Reliant’s cofounder Tom Williams who was the Managing Director. Tom Williams, Jack recalls, was a nice chap and
would often talk to the staff to see how they were doing. He could be quite sharp though, and for that
reason there were a number of folks who didn’t really like him that much.
Reliant’s fellow co-founder, Tommo Thompson was the main manager and he had an office next to
Williams. He used to supervise all the different sections and was well liked. In the offices next to him
there was also Ken Dixon who was the Accounts Clerk and Dulcie Armstrong. Jack says she was a lovely girl
and you would often know when she was about as all the workers would wolf whistle as she went past.
Out on the shop floor Bill Taylor was an assembler and he used to build all the technical parts like the
engines and gearboxes next to the main assembly lines. Other staff on the shop floor included the
foreman, Bob Milburn, who worked in the machine section, Reg Wayne, Stan Mundin, Eddie Burton and
Tony Yates.
Also as mentioned earlier was Graham Good (as in “Gude” and not Good) who was the Tinsmith working
towards the back of the factory with Jack. Good didn’t have far to travel as in those days there were two
houses next to Reliant and Good lived in one of them.
Gordon Aucott used to run the wood yard and along with Mr. Rookley used to make the wooden frames
for the body work, whilst Cliff Lee cut out all the timber supports. Mr Webb was the Stores Manager and
was cited in what looked large a large cage at the side of the factory. He would give out all the parts that
were required to build vehicles.
Early in its years, things were tough for Reliant and to help bring in much needed cash two petrol pumps
were installed on the forecourt so Reliant sold petrol to supplement its income. By 1938 the turnover was
very slow and Jack details that quite often workers would be laid off and only called back in again once
Reliant received an order. At times workers were not paid and they were often called in at weekends and
for Jack being an apprentice this meant he earnt no extra, his wages being a standard 10/6 a week (That’s
52½ pence, the equivalent or around £32.25 these days). In 1938 Jack was in the Boy Scouts and liked to
have fun. The last thing he wanted was to be called into work all weekend. Given Reliant’s financial woes,
Jack’s father advised him to get another job where the work was more stable and indeed where his
weekends would be his own. Jack therefore left Reliant in July 1938 and went on to the Gas Works as an
apprentice gas fitter and stayed there until he retired. Four months before Jack left, Reliant introduced the
Austin 7 powered Reliant and by the end of 1938, more orders were coming in as a result started to turn
things around for the company.
Today, aged 93, Jack looks back at his days at Reliant with fond memories and notes that despite its
hardships, he did enjoy working for Reliant. We at the Reliant Motor Club feel very privileged to have
talked to him and capture a little glimpse as to what life was like from 1937 – 1938. Thank you Jack.
Our Condolences
The RMC would like to send its deepest condolences to Jack and his family following the passing of his wife
Edith shortly after this interview. Jack and Edith had been married for 66 years.
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Archive spotlight – Sabra Motors letter 1962
Each edition we will be looking at a particular item from the RMC
archives, whether it may be for its rarity, historic value or indeed just
for its interest. This edition we feature a letter that was part of Colin
Fine-Thompson’s collection and it comes with courtesy of his sister,
Pat Afford.
The letter was sent by Sabra Motors Corporation of America (based at
1836 Broadway, New York) to Colin on August 27 th 1962 and
historically, it details the first time that a Sabra finished a race.

Dear Col,
A 61 Sabra won overwhelmingly in a divisional championship race in the F production class. There were 18
cars in that race, including 9 Porsches, and MGAs, Sunbeam Alpines and one Mercedes-Benz 190 SL for the
balance, this was the first time that a Sabra ever finished a race. On every previous race they overheated
badly and had to quit in the middle of the race. This time the engine kept normal temperature throughout
the race.
One of the Porsches is known to be the fastest on the East Coast, and he came in as a very bad second. It
was wonderful to see the valiant Sabra walk away from that Porsche and from the rest of the pack on
every corner and widening the gap all the time. And this is only the beginning.
The winning Sabra is owned by a 47 year old dentist who is young at heart and he wanted to prove that
this car is a winner in its class. The car is an early 61 (production no, 29) he has the twin SUs in it (not
original Alecsander), the 4.5:1 rear axle, racing camshaft, light flywheel and only a 8.4:1 compression ratio.
For the coming races he is stepping up the compression to a fraction under 10:1 and then we will see.
In its present condition Ben Poster (the racing owner), races the car at 6,300 RPM and he says that if he
can get 6,500 RPM just for a safety margin, he will be ready to race it against TR-3s and TR-4s and win. By
the way this race Poster did not push the engine more than 5,500 RPM because the oil gauge pipe popped
out on the day before the race and disposed of the connecting-rod bearings. I suppose you remember
what happened in Israel with a Sabra, well this experience helped me there. I found a used set of bearings
in good condition in Poster’s kit, and G. Blam (Sabra’s Vice President) and myself spent 4 hours under the
car changing the bearings and lapping the journals the best we could having a race with the setting sun.
Well we did it, and believe me I am very proud that I had a small part in this feat.
And here is something for you: Right after the race Ben Poster told me that he would like to shake you by
the hand for that wonderful front suspension you designed for the car. He told me to be sure and tell you
that in my letter in so many words. So much about the Sabra.
Kind Regards to your wife and to your father, whom I have met during my short visit to Reliant.
Very truly yours,
Mein S. Nemirously
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Reliant 50 Years Ago
Each edition we will be looking back at the Reliant Review 50 years ago to see what was happening at
Reliant.

In December 1966 Reliant was reporting the
following news:
World Demand for Scimitar
At least ten countries asked for the new Scimitar 3
Litre during its world debut at the London Motor
Show.
Three-wheelers blazing seven new export trails.
Reliant have broken into seven new export markets
and earned £155,000 in their first year of exporting
three-wheeled vehicles. The news came at the close
of the International Motor Cycle Exhibition in
London.
Men of Reliant – Mr David Page
At 39 Reliant’s Chief Designer is one of those rare
men who cares too much about his job to glamorise
it. Despite the scores of fascinating projects in
which he has taken part, he refuses to make
grandiose statements about the importance of his
own contribution.
Turkish Car Debut now near
A six-man technical mission from Reliant has flown off to Istanbul to make industrial history in Turkey by
setting up production of the country’s first car.
Reliant engine put out to grass
A revolutionary application of the famous Reliant 600cc aluminium engine finds it now harnessed to a new
type of heavy duty grass mower.
Parking bill of £350 for mystery van.
A Reliant van left in a car park four years ago has now raked up a parking bill of £350 as the traffic warden
in that area continues to slap parking tickets on it. The fine far exceeds that of the van’s original purchase
price.
To view these stories in more detail, visit the Reliant Motor Club web site and in the Reliant Review library
select issue No 20 – December 1966.
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Microsoft and the Supervan III

It's not often that you use both Microsoft and Reliant's Supervan III in the same sentence although four
months ago it was announced that a 1972 Reliant Supervan III would be one of the new vehicles that
would appear in Microsoft's Forza Horizon 3 racing game.
The RMC (albeit it its pre-launch infancy) also played a small part in getting the Reliant added. In
November 2015, Licensing Specialist for Microsoft Games Studios contacted Elvis Payne detailing their
hopes to include a Reliant in the game although they were having a problem in finding out who owned the
intellectual property to Reliant vehicles, specifically the Reliant Supervan III. Elvis then contacted Stewart
Halstead at Reliant Partsworld and was informed that Reliant Partsworld own the trademark and the brand
for all things to do with Reliant vehicles and so Elvis put Microsoft in touch with them. Stewart later
reported that a deal was struck with Microsoft and news of the inclusion of a Supervan III circulated
through the press in August 2016.
Digitaltrends.com was the first and they approached the RMC asking what we thought about a Supervan III
being included. On August 24th, they published an article which included the following quote from the
RMC, "We are delighted that the vehicle is included" said Elvis Payne of the Reliant Motor Club. "Whilst
Reliants are often seen as a joke to many, they still have a strong following, and the inclusion of the
Supervan shows just how much these vehicles continue to excite."
The quote was then picked up by several other web sites who also used it with their stories of the
Supervan III being included in the game, although, the article by Digitaltrends.com meant a lot to us as that
was the first article to provide a quote from the RMC.
The Supervan was just one of 65 vehicles that were added to the game and the only three-wheeler. In the
game it is rendered with surprising accuracy right down to the chrome Reliant and Supervan III badges on
the rear door. You can even choose one of the original colours to paint it in. The detailing doesn’t end
there as inside the vehicle the accuracy continues with the correct dashboard, a working half-moon
speedometer and even the correct horn badge at the centre of the steering wheel. Perhaps more
impressively is that it also includes the bar that fits across the rear of the body to support the rear seat
where fitted. It is apparent that when rendering the vehicle Microsoft have studied the van in minute
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detail and gone to great lengths to capture it. Even opening the bonnet reveals a very well detailed Smiths
heater unit, a Reliant engine and the VIN plate attached to the body.
It’s perhaps a shame therefore that whilst the van really looks the part, as soon as you get in and start it
up, rather than a Reliant burble, you are greeted with what sounds like a motorcycle engine. Indeed, one
of the reviews on Youtube actually has the commentator asking, “Just what motorcycle did this engine
come from?” As imagined, the handling characteristics have been over exaggerated as one probably
expects, presenting a car that will potentially topple over as soon as you hit a corner at speed. To combat
this one of the options you can fit to it are front stabilisers, a direct copy of the ones used in Top Gear in
the infamous Reliant Robin scene with Jeremy Clarkson. Other tweaks include engine upgrades and a
turbo to propel the Supervan beyond 150mph. As Horizon 3 is set in Australia, a number of the vehicles in
the game are off roaders, none of which appear to have created as much interest in the media as the
Supervan III. It is hugely apparent from watching various reviews that whilst the Reliant is perhaps one of
the slowest vehicles in the game, it is the one that produces the most fun.
The RMC contacted Microsoft asking why they included a Reliant and John Schommer, the Sr. Writer and
Web Producer at Forza, exclusively told us:
“The Forza community is tremendously diverse, full of men and women of all ages who share a deep
passion for car culture. From photography to racing, drifting and car design, Forza gives fans a chance to
express their love of cars in numerous different ways. Since very few people have the deep pockets to
collect and experience the most unique cars in the world, Forza games are a perfect venue to experience the
coolest cars in the world. Even better, if a mishap occurs, the damage is fixed by the simple pressing of a
button.
The Reliant Supervan III is among the most unique vehicles in the world. Thanks to shows like Top Gear,
gearheads from around the world have become familiar with its character, at once flawed and genuinely
innovative. In a world of cutting-edge supercars, classic race cars, and JDM drifters, the Supervan has
consistently been near the top of the list of most requested cars by the Forza community. As the first threewheeled vehicle in Forza, the Supervan III fits a vintage niche that is utterly its own. Some players enjoy
puttering around in its stock form for the nostalgia, or taking in every angle via our Forzavista feature.
Others will hotrod their Reliant to levels that the real world has never seen, burning rubber like it’s going
out of style. One thing is for sure, the Reliant Supervan III has found a long-awaited home in Forza games
and with players all over the world.”
In addition Steven Cook, the Licensing Specialist at Microsoft told us, “We are really grateful that you
helped us get in touch with the appropriate parties.”
Microsoft Forza Horizon 3 was launched on Xbox One and Windows 10 on September 27th 2016.
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Celebrity Owners
The RMC contacted several celebrity owners informing them about the RMC and enclosed photographs
asking about their Reliant. Unfortunately (to date) not all of them have replied although we did get replies
from Ken Dodd, William Roach and Noel Edmonds.
We asked Ken Dodd about
his Reliant Sabre and he
thanked
us
for
the
photograph saying that he
has
not
seen it
before. Much
to
our
surprise, Ken informed us
that he never actually
owned one. The Sabre in
the photo was loaned to
him for a short period
during the 1960s by Argyle
Motors in Birkenhead. That
said he did enjoy driving it
and sent his best wishes.

William Roach aka Ken Barlow from the TV soap
Coronation Street replied to us wishing all the best
for the RMC. William thanked us for the photographs
of his old Scimitar GTE as he did not have any. With
reference to his Scimitar GTE, he said, “It was a car
that I loved. Good to look at and very sporty to
drive.”
Noel Edmonds, who owned a Scimitar GTE, informs
us the he sadly lost all of his photos a few years ago
in a flood although he enjoyed the driving the car.
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Members’ stories: Tony Heath (UK) – Sabra Prototype / Sabre Six

We have owned Reliant Scimitars and Sabres, almost continuously, since 1978. We are currently the
custodians of the 1961 Sabra/ Sabre Prototype and a 1963 Sabre Six convertible.
Reliant's products in the late 1950's centred around their economy three wheelers, but they were also in
collaboration with Autocars in Israel resulting in Reliant designing for them a couple of 4 wheel vehicles.
The boss of Autocars had a plan to make a sports car to sell in America and boost Israel's export earnings.
Visiting the Racing Car Show in 1960 he took a fancy to a body from specials manufacturer Ashley
Laminates and a chassis from Lesley Bellamy. He then persuaded Reliant to cobble these two elements
together to produce a single car. A prototype was quickly produced and was exhibited at the New York
Trade Fair in the spring of 1961.

We have owned the Prototype since 2010, having first seen it at the Reliant Sabre and Scimitar Owners
Club (RSSOC) Millennium meeting at Harewood House in 2000. The car's original green log book confirms
that it was first registered in July 1961 as a Sabra Special to a Mr Kenneth Bryan. There are two further
owners registered on the original log book. One of these, Ken Trickett who owned the car from 1969 to
1978, is still a Sabre man, owning one of the works rally Sabre Fours. Ex Reliant employee Martyn Jones
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bought the car in 1978, in LHD form and in very poor condition. At that time the history of the car was not
clear and Martyn lost interest in it and sold it to Derek Ross – his foreman of the maintenance department
at Reliant’s Shenstone factory.
The car was then off the road, unregistered, until
November 1987 by which time it was in the hands
of Keith Healey of Walsall who had, by that time,
obtained confirmation from the factory that it was
indeed the Sabra prototype and had undertaken a
major restoration of the car including a respray in
its current “Duck Egg” blue. In October 1989 the
car was sold at auction, for about £10,000 to Mr
Morris Cohen who was part of the family that
founded Tesco! The car move on again in 1995 and
spent a few years with a number of traders. RSSOC
club member Hugo Holder acquired the car in September 1999, in need of much work. He removed the
body and thoroughly refurbished the chassis, engine and suspension. The steering was converted to right
hand drive from its original LHD. It was not necessary, however, to repaint the car at that time as it was still
generally good. After about 10 years Hugo decided that he wasn’t using the car enough and we bought it
from him in 2010. In our ownership the car has needed very little work to keep it in a good reliable state. In
2015, after almost 30 years, we decided that the paintwork needed refreshing. We stripped all old
paintwork, revealing that the car was originally a slightly darker blue than at present and that the car had,
in its life, suffered a number of poor glass fibre repairs. The car is now resplendent in its new coat of paint.
In 2008, two years before buying the Prototype we had been lucky enough to acquire a 1963 Sabre Six
Convertible. This car was the first of only two such cars made by Reliant. Being an early Sabre Six (number
7) it originally had the infamous “flailing arm” front suspension as used on its earlier four cylinder relatives.
This we have converted to a Triumph based wishbone system as fitted to later Sabre Sixes transforming it
into a delightful car to drive. As well as the suspension and steering components, this conversion
necessitated the complete re-design and re-fabrication of the front of the chassis. Unlike with the
Prototype we have undertaken other major restoration work on our Sabre Six, whilst trying to minimise
“off the road” time. Such work has included reconditioning the engine, an upgrade to triple SU
carburettors, replacing the original four speed gearbox with a later type four speed plus overdrive ’box,
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replacing the wiring loom and reinstating full operation of all electrical items, complete interior re-trim,
new hood, new one-off chromed steel bumpers, new stainless wire wheels. Some of this work was
undertaken as part of a general restoration commenced in late 2012. We suspected problems with the
chassis. It took no more than a weekend to lift the body from the chassis to reveal that there were indeed
several rust holes in the top of the main box sections. The chassis was completely stripped, bead blasted,
repaired and re-painted. The separate body was soda blasted (in hindsight not to be recommended for a
glass fibre body), and repaired in several places including a new bonnet which required major surgery to
make fit. Finally a good quality re-spray was undertaken in the cars original “Old English White”. There will
always remain jobs to be done but the major restoration was essentially completed in the spring of 2014.
So we now have two very special and immaculate Reliant sports cars to enjoy. We hope to continue to add
to the 23,000 combined mileage completed in our hands so far, much of it during long trips in the UK and
abroad.
Our thanks to Tony for sharing his story. If you have a story you would like to share please email us at
members@reliantclub.co.uk
Archive Images:

Thanks to Pat Afford, the RMC archives contains a number of rare images of Tony’s Sabra prototype that
were previously unseen. The images come from Colin Fine-Thompson’s personal collection and show the
prototype in various states of build at Reliant.

Members’ stories: Nathan Sandler (Israel) – Carmel 1200
In 2003, an ad appeared in
the local classic car club
magazine re: Carmel 10 1963
for renovation. In Israel cars
were manufactured by the
AUTOCARS Company in
different models but the
Carmel was not a popular
model and compared to
other cars that were made
by this company, it was
made in relatively small
numbers.
So the ad hooked me. I contacted the seller who turned out to be a collector of vintage cars. The vehicle
was given to him many years ago and was parked in a field he owned. Due to a lot of renovation projects,
he decided to give it. After a nice conversation and a good coffee we marched to field and suddenly I saw
the car. The vehicle was lying in the middle of the field, stuck in the ground and surrounded by tall grass. It
was broken and had a fascinating collection of dead insects and plants inside.
I wanted to leave almost immediately, but realized that it looks familiar.
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In my childhood, during summer vacations I joined my father who fixed the AUTOCARS company forklifts
and a vehicle like this model was used by the factory to travel around. I remember it well.
The seller agreed to give me the "car" for free on a condition that it should be out in two weeks, not a
simple task.
I ordered a special truck to take the car, but when the driver saw the vehicle location and condition, he left
me alone and drove off. I asked a friend who had a heavy pickup truck and a winch to help me and after
two hours of hard work, including excavation we were able to get the vehicle out while breaking more
fiberglass parts. With more adventures the vehicle came to my house.
I tried to collect information on the vehicle and found out that the vehicle is called Carmel 1200. It was
designed by the Reliant Company in 1960 or 1961 and called initially FW2. Probably it was based on the
Regal 3/25 but had Ford Consul 1200 motor.
The Car has front axle disc brakes but a floating rear axle. This caused the rear wheels to remain crooked. A
prototype of the vehicle came to Israel at the end of 1962 and at the second half of 1963 production
began. It is not clear what happened exactly, but at the end of 1963 and a production of about 75 units, it
was decided to install a smaller engine at a capacity of 1000 cc, maybe to reduce the price of the car.
25 cars were produced with the 1000 cc and production was discontinued around early 1964. At the end of
1964 more advanced models named Carmel 12 as a sedan and Sussita 12 as a commercial van were
manufactured.
After a long process of working on it the Carmel was ready for MOT (2008).
Today I travel the car for our local club's meetings. There are still a lot of work but you can enjoy it. It runs
at a speed, up to 80 km per hour (50mph (it can go faster)) and fuel consumption is about 11 km per litre
(32 mpg) while driving on highways. It has relatively good braking and no oil losses. Last week I drove 130
km (81 miles) without any problems.
To my knowledge this is the only remaining vehicle from this production batch and it is not known even
here.

Our thanks to Nathan for sharing his story. If you have a story you would like to share please email us at
members@reliantclub.co.uk
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Members’ stories: Daniel Clift (UK) - Various Regal 5cwt vans
Around 2 years ago now, Jason
Bowers started posting pictures of
abandoned Reliant Regals in the
Reliant FB Forum. For a while he
would not say where they were. I
kept asking and eventually he told
me the location, he then sent me
links to urban exploration sites
where he had found them and got
all his pics from. I then spent at
least a year searching the Internet
and these sites for more pictures
and as much information as I could
get. So now I had the address of
the house where they were, but as
I’m in Crawley near Gatwick
airport and the house was up in Norfolk, it was too far to travel, and I could not just take them anyway.
So eventually the house went up for sale so I started to email round all the estate agents in Norfolk. It took
some time but then one day I got a reply saying they are selling the house and they have passed my
message onto the seller's solicitor. A week later I got a reply saying yes, they are willing to sell and what
would I offer so I offered £500 for all 4, there were two 3/30 Supervan III and two 3/25 slatty vans, one
being just a bare shell. Another reply came back saying they accept and gave me an address of the
solicitors to send the cheque to. Finally I had confirmation that the cheque had cleared and that we could
recover them.
The garden was badly over grown and they could not be moved we waited for the house’s new owner to
come in with a 14 ton digger to clear the place and then used the digger to pull them round to the road
where the winch pulled them on board
with seized up wheels and A-frames
collapsed etc. So 130 miles and 3
motorways later they finally arrived in
Crawley. I like them all but I’ve wanted
that slatty van since I first saw pics of it,
that’s the main one to restore. The white
van never had an engine or gearbox so a
1990 Mk2 Robin was bought as a donor
mainly for its engine. With that fitted into
the Regal and a new front cross member
welded in, it was on its wheels again, it
was then fitted out with all new brakes
tyres etc and the glass was replaced as the
glass had been smashed in all the Regals.
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I’ve been collecting Regal parts for years so have two council garages full and that helped as didn’t have to
buy many bits at all. The slatty van though, required a complete chassis and A frame swap as there was not
a lot left.
So a bit about the house, well I got talking to a man called Colin Watts who lives next door to that house,
well he has lived there all his life and is now 78 years old. He said the house belonged to an 82 year old
man called Derek Webber, he was left the house when his mum died. Derek lived there for years on his
own until one day he went into hospital and when he came out was not allowed to return as the house
was too big. He was too old and unwell and the house needed work, he moved into a bungalow just down
the road and the house remained unlived in ever since. Derek is still alive now but he never goes out and
will not talk to anyone, he does not care much for the house or anything he left behind there.
As for the slatty log book, well no paper work or keys came with the Reliants and I spent a few months
sending letters to and from the DVLA with letters from the owners club and photos etc., until one day the
V5 came through my door. The slatty is now registered with DVLA and kept its original registration number
of EDF 76D, it’s a 1966 model.
I’ve had a few Regals over the years, always liked the vans over the saloon models and already had and still
have a 3/30 21E Trotter van before I ever found these vans. I’m still looking out for more Regal vans, I’ll
never stop getting them.

Our thanks to Dan for sharing his story. If you have a story you would like to share please email us at
members@reliantclub.co.uk
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Members’ stories: Barry Sweetman (Australia) – Metrocab

My 1988 English “FORD” Taxi
I have had a few deliveries of steel made to my house for a large greenhouse I was building. The truck
driver one day said to me, “I see you restore cars, I have an English Ford taxi”. I said it would be a beautiful
car to restore. “Would you like it?” It took me a few minutes, but I eventually realised that he was giving it
to me! The catch was I had to remove it from his daughter’s rented house within 2 days as she was moving
on. Well … I was there that afternoon!
He had rebuilt the Jag front end, installed new Rover tail lights and some bucket seats, and had a beautiful
Ford badge on the grill. I would love to find the correct Metrocab badge. It was last registered in 2004.
I have been Googling and asking around about other Reliant owners and parts etc. and have learnt a lot
since. It’s amazing where they are and their history.
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One Metrocab owner in Sydney Australia said that a shipment of 100 cabs came to Australia in the late 80s
minus the drive train, brakes and wheels. These cabs were the first in Australia to have ramps for
wheelchairs. Luckily for me the cabs were then fitted with very popular GM Holden parts. This makes it
very easy to find cheap parts. The bumpers also were replaced as they weren’t considered strong enough. I
plan to restore the cab and paint it an original colour. I also plan to move the motor forward 2” as there is
a 5” gap near the radiator, and almost no gap at the back. Insulation paper is held onto the firewall with
chicken wire and a scoop was installed on the bonnet to reduce the heat. It doesn’t look good.
I look forward to talking to other Metrocab owners and finding my missing parts.
Reliants in Australia
I went to an Australian Hudson biannual
rally in October. A club member
mentioned in passing that he was
working on a Reliant for his wife – a Regal
Mk6. I looked over at his wife talking to
her friends and said, “HANDS UP WHO
HAS A RELIANT”. She stood up very
proudly with her hand in the air. I told
her I had a 1988 Metrocab. Another local
has told me of a Scimitar in pieces he
plans to buy.
I have just returned from a visit to a huge
steam and traction engine gathering in
Lake Goldsmith, Victoria. There were 80
large sheds of all things steam, tractors, stationary engines and memorabilia from 1900 to 1950s. I didn’t
find any parts for my Felix engine but I did almost fall over twice. I saw a 1982 Rialto.
I walked over to a shed and asked a man if he knew who
owned the car. He said it was his sons. So we talked for a
while about Reliants, and then he said have I seen his
Reliant, a 1966 Rebel. It was further back in the shed
partly covered up. Another person found it abandoned in
a paddock in Perth Western Australia, and took it back to
Melbourne, Victoria. Look at a map, from one side of
Australia to the other. He then bought it and is restoring
it. Hopefully more photos and stories will be provided.
Regards to everyone, happy restoring and driving, Barry
in South Australia.
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Members’ stories: The Robin, the Robot and the Rain! by Andrew Stowe

Back in October Elvis contacted me to say a production company were looking for a Reliant based in Bristol for an
upcoming feature. I made contact and arrangements were made. Spring forward to November and the plans are
finalised. The production company – Gulliver Moore Films & Commercials – were making an advert for a stock
trading company called Valutrades. The advert is for release on financial news channel Bloomberg, the Bloomberg
website, Forces TV and various other online-outlets also. According to the stats, that is a 42 million audience. Quite
daunting!

The plans changed a little now and then, but a filming date was chosen on the 21st November, in Yate, Bristol – just
20 minutes down the road from me.

I’d been sent a video of the storyboard outline for the advert, the basic premise being Valutrades mascot Tim The
Robot is taking a driving lesson (in the Reliant Robin) and fails miserably. He then spots British racing driver Dino
Zamparelli in a Porsche and ditches his Reliant for bigger, faster thrills. The idea being that the Reliant represents
‘another company’ and the Porsche represents Valutrades. ‘Go with Valutrades for an upgrade!’

It just so happens that the 21st November saw Bristol have the worst weather it’s had for around 6 months. Storm
Angus was making its way through Britain, and the forecast was far from good. What was promised as ‘patchy rain,’
was anything but. It rained, then it poured, and then rained some more. All day long. The crew had set up from 8am,
and I was to be there by 10am.

Filming was taking part on a 1980’s unfinished dual carriageway, gated off and used primarily as a dog walkers
ground. Being very local, I’d not only never been there, but I’d also never heard of it! It was very odd, standing in the
very centre of a dual carriageway with no traffic around. Given the nature of our shoot, many local dog walkers
enquired as to where Clarkson, Hammond and May were. It really did resemble a scene from Top Gear.
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Whilst my Reliant is great fun, it’s not always overly reliable, and in the winter months doesn’t get used an awful lot.
So I was quite apprehensive getting there as it hadn’t had a drive for around 6-8 weeks. Luckily however, Robin
tootled all the way there (in torrential rain!) quite happily. When I arrived they were just finishing setting up the
tents, toilets and equipment. The Porsche was on set, and the racing driver en route. The first hour or so was spent
filming scenes of the Porsche speeding off into the distance. It’s not every day one can legally drive a Porsche
100mph+ on a section of road, so the driver seemed more than happy! Luckily, at this point, there were breaks in the
rain. A few shots continued until around midday with the Porsche – predominantly driving shots and close ups of Tim
the Robot inside pushing buttons and changing gear etc.

More rain. Lunch was supplied in the form of hot soup and toasted sandwiches – they were very gratefully received I
can tell you! Then after a few more quick shots of the Porsche, it was time for the Robin.

The first few shots were to show the
Robin driving along as per a ‘driving
lesson.’ Richard, the actor inside the
Robot costume found it near impossible
to drive wearing his helmet and gloves,
so I was on hand at all times to help him
find reverse. It was quite refreshing to
see my own car being driven along – not
something I’ve ever witnessed before.
The Robin looked great on the monitors.

By this time it was around 1pm, which is when the most torrential rain then started, and didn’t let up until the end of
the day. The crew had rigged a bonnet-mounted camera to the Porsche (something I queried that they wouldn’t be
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able to do on the Robin given the fibreglasses flexibility). As it happens, the rain became so bad that the planned
shots had to rapidly be rethought. The camera and equipment was getting soaked and it was deemed too risky to
carry on filming outside. So the gazebos that formed the only shelter from the elements were rapidly transformed
into makeshift garages for the Robin, and later the Porsche- keeping the camera equipment under the shelter, with
the Robin half-under the gazebo.

It was around this time that the cars steaming up inside became a big problem for the camera. So although not
driving, the engine had to be kept on to keep the one-speed-demist on. I made it four hours straight the Robin was
running – something of an amazing feat for my little car! I was most proud. With the gazebo arrangement the
shooting soon got underway with all the interior shots being done quite fast. Some creative techniques to make it
look like the Robin was going along were employed (two crew members gently rocking the Robin, out of shot!).
Despite the gazebo, everything got soaked – the interior of the Robin, the actors, the costumes. It was unavoidable.
A change of shot meant a change of angle, with a rather comical shot through the Robin showing the racing driver,
Dino, pulling up alongside. It took quite a few takes to get the Porsche lined up but looked great on screen. When
finished with the Robin under the gazebo, it was time for the Porsche.

Whilst the Porsche was being filmed, the Robin was taken away further up the road and used as a backdrop to
interview the actors for some ‘behind the scenes’ videos. There was little let-up in the downpour so the crew did
what they could when they could.

As light was fading fast around 3pm, the crew split into two – one crew filming the final scene with the Porsche and
the other crew filming the Robin driving away from camera. Due to the rapidly dwindling light and need to finish, I
volunteered to be the one driving the Robin away from camera (to allow the crews to split). So in some scenes, it is
actually me driving the Robin.

With the final shots and final ‘cut’ done, the day was over. All that remained was a very quick crew photograph and I
left them packing up in the pitch black at around 4pm.

Film production has always been a fascination for me, it nearly became my career of choice (I studied film at
university) but the day made me realise why I never pursued it! The weather was awful. Gulliver (the director) and
his crew had the patience of saints, and not only put up with the rain, but used it to their advantage in the filming.
Had I been in charge, I would’ve called it a day by 10am! Despite being soaked to the skin (literally!) the final product
will look amazing.

I couldn’t have been more proud of my Mk1. After 4 years slow-restoration, it will be wonderful to see it on screen.
My thanks to Gulliver Moore and his wonderful crew, and also to Elvis for putting me in touch with them.
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Out and about with the RMC
Whilst the Reliant Motor Club does not have its own Calendar of events, we have been very active and our
members have attended no less than 4 events since the club was formed in June 2016.
Cars in the Park Lichfield: July 2016

This was the first event ours members attended. The Reliant Owners Club hosted the event with visitors
from the Reliant Sabre and Scimitar Owners club and the Kitten register on both days.
Cars in the park is an annual event organised by the Lichfield Rotary Club and is well supported by local
classic car clubs but if this is not your scene local car dealerships display new cars as well.
The Reliant stand had examples of the Mk1 Robin, Kitten, Fox, Mk3 Robin, Scimitar GTE, GTC and SS1.
Reliant Sabre and Scimitar Sporting weekend: August 2016
The RSSOC always organise its
sporting weekend at Curborough
sprint circuit in Lichfield during the
weekend of the second week of
August. The weather on the Saturday
was cloudy with showers, but the
Sunday whilst starting cloudy turned
out to be very good. The RSSOC
invite other clubs including the Ferrari
Owners club, however it is rather
satisfying seeing an Scimitar 1800 TI
put in a similar time, if not faster
time! , a tribute indeed to the chassis
engineers at Reliant.
It is a great event and highly recommended even if you don't own a Scimitar as the display of cars and
racing on the day is very enjoyable. It is also a perfect event should you be looking to purchase a Scimitar
or look for that elusive spare part.
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Tamworth Heritage Weekend: September 2016

The Tamworth Heritage Weekend Reliant Gathering was originally organised by club founder Elvis Payne
and at its pinnacle had nearly 100 cars on display with members of the ROC, RSSOC, The Bug Club and the
Kitten Register coming together as one club. This is one of the most important events in the Reliant
calendar as it is held in the home of Reliant and you never fail to meet someone who used to work at the
Reliant Motor Company, and has an interesting tale or two to tell. The event as in previous years was held
in St Editha’s Square, sadly numbers were much reduced on previous years with around 26 vehicles being
on display.
Considering it was the first time the Reliant Motor Club had attended nearly half the total number of cars
on display belonged to RMC members! Tamworth Heritage was also the first time RMC merchandise
including stickers were shown, these can be obtained from Scooterpatches in Tamworth. The weather was
good for the time of the year and the event had a number of various car models built by Reliant.
We gained several new members at the Heritage Weekend and some useful advertising with the
Tamworth Heritage Trust.
NEC Classic Motorshow: November 2016
Several members of the RMC, were at the NEC Classic
Motorshow on the Bug Club stand this year.
The Classic Motorshow had no less than 4 stands
exhibiting Reliant and associated vehicles on display.
It was the first time the Bug Club had attended the
Classic Motor show, although it had appeared at the
restoration show in March 2016. On display we had
2 white Bugs, one was them was an original
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"Rothmans" Bug, the other was to be used by Dulux
paint as an advertisement, an orange Bug, a Bug in
need of a restoration and a rolling chassis complete
with
an
engine
and
steering.
Over the 3 days the Bugs attracted a lot of positive
comments proving that over 40 years since the Bug
was launched how innovative the styling was at
launch. On the subject of innovation the RSSOC had

on display a Reliant Scimitar GTE, a Scimitar GTC,
and a Scimitar Sabre 2 seat sports car. The Bug
Club stand and the RSSOC had a seamless display
with 2 very different models designed by Tom
Karen of Ogle Design being displayed side by side.
The ROC stand backed on to the Bug Club and the
RSSOC and had an Ant, a Robin BN1, Robin van
and Girder fork van. The Middlebridge Enthusiasts
stand deserves special mention on the extremely
professional display they had in the premier hall. I know a lot of work went into the display and all
involved deserve a pat on the back for putting on such a fantastic display.

Members’ discounts
As a member of the RMC we currently offer the following discounts (details correct as of December 2016).
Please note that your discount code for each associate can be found in the member’s section of our web
site at www.reliant.website
Big Dug
10% off Shelving, Racking and much more.
Big Dug was created in 2004 and is now part of the global business equipment group, TAKKT. They already
sell storage products to more than 250,000 customers and are continuing to attract new customers to their
trusted and customer-focussed business model.
All of their shelving and racking products are manufactured to the highest quality standards, are extremely
durable and are able to withstand considerable loads. They specialise in shelving and racking but also offer
much more besides – from workbenches and pallet trucks to plastic storage boxes and industrial mats.
Their product range is continually expanding but, whatever your requirements, you can be confident that
all of their products are of the very highest standard when it comes to product quality.
For more details visit www.bigdug.co.uk
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Classicline Insurance
10% off Car Insurance
Established in 1985. Having already provided 30 years of specialist cover for classic cars, classicline
Insurance aren’t going anywhere. What they don’t know about classic car insurance isn’t worth knowing.
Iconic, antique, collectable or prestige, they specialise in insurance policies that are as unique as your car.
Their UK based team know this niche market inside-out so with them behind the wheel you’re guaranteed
immaculate service.
For the past 30 years they have been a specialist, independently owned classic car insurance broker who
pride themselves on exemplary customer service, industry knowledge, personal approach and competitive
premiums. Through close relationships with their panel of insurance providers and their exclusive markets
they are confident that they can find the right policy and tailor it to suit your individual needs.
For more details visit www.classiclineinsurance.co.uk

MJ Forwarding Ltd
Up to £150 off Vehicle shipping
MJ Forwarding specialise in shipping vehicles worldwide, they ship cars, motorbikes, vans, tractors and
boats. Whether you want your vehicle loading into a container or to go on a roll on roll off ferry they can
arrange it. To ensure your vehicle gets to its destination safely they can quote for collection from your door
straight through to your destination, with experience in shipping classic cars, agricultural tractors and
boats all over the world, MJ Forwarding can off a reliable and professional service.
RMC members are eligible to £100 off the shipping costs and in addition JW Forwarding will offer members
free transportation of one vehicle within a 50 mile radius when they have booked a shipment over £3,000.
On top of this members can also claim an instant £50 discount when shipments are booked within a week
of quoting.
For more details visit www.mjforwarding.co.uk

Northern Radiators
10% off Radiator, heater and fuel tank repairs
Established in 1920 Northern Radiators is one of the oldest radiator companies in the UK. Established by
Paul White and now in the hands of Nick White who has already served 35 years with the Company
Northern Radiators have been repairing Radiators, Intercoolers, Oil coolers, Heaters, Condensers, Fuel
tanks and Sumps for nearly a century. Their head office and workshops are based in Leeds, West Yorkshire
but they serve all of the UK and Worldwide. They carry out the repair work many others simply can’t do,
from specialist radiator repair work, Commercial radiator repair work and Classic and Vintage radiator
repair work.
For more details visit www.radiator-repair.co.uk
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Olympia Historic Automobile
£10 off admission for Fair & Auction
Olympia Historic Automobile Fair & Auction 17-19 February 2017, Olympia, Kensington, London
The Olympia Historic Automobile Fair & Auction, in partnership with renowned auction house Coys, is
London’s new luxury lifestyle event for owners and collectors of fine classic cars. Created in an intimate
and elegant environment with a sensational collection of the finest collection of historic, classic and racing
cars as a backdrop, the event provides the perfect environment for classic motoring enthusiasts to both
indulge their passions and acquire their next investment.
Held in London’s most prestigious exhibition venue, Grade II listed Olympia, in The Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea on the 17 – 19 February 2017, the Olympia Historic Automobile Fair & Auction is
positioned to attract the ultrahigh-net-worth segment of the market. To deliver an unforgettable
experience for visitors, a series of branded features will range from exquisite watch displays and luxury
travel experiences to fine food and drink. Plus, workshops will be led by experts and specialists who will
advise on how to maximise investments in everything from old classics to racing cars.
With more than 100 fine historic automobiles on auction, this event presents an exclusive environment
where buyers will go to fulfil a lifelong dream of finding a special new acquisition as well as inspirational
insight on how to get the most out of their passion for classic cars.
For more details visit www.olympiahistoric.com

New members (June 2016 – Dec 2016*)
Welcome to the following new members:
Adi Darlow (UK), Albert Manton (UK), Alan Ellis (UK), Alan Gilmore (UK), Andy Maddams (UK), Andrew
Stott (UK), Andrew Stowe (UK), Andy Plumb (UK), Angus Murray (UK), Arthur Greenhalgh (UK), Barrie Wills
(UK), Barry Sweetman (Australia), Brian Shaw (UK), Chris Watson (UK), Daniel Clift (UK), Darren Diston
(UK), Dave Ansell (UK), Dave Ashton (UK), Dave Bradford (UK), Dave Corby (UK), Dave Poole (UK), Dave
Tillotson (UK), David Bowlas (UK), David Dooley (UK), Dawn & Craig Parkes (UK), Don Tombasco (USA),
Douglas Black (UK), Ed Osmond (UK), Edwin Fuhr (UK), Elvis Payne (UK), Emil Baehr (Germany), Erik Jansen
(Netherlands), Fred Firth (UK), Freddy McGowan (UK), Giles Chapman (UK), Graeme Conway (UK), Hans
van den Heuvel (Netherlands), Harvey Payne (UK), Iain Lewis (UK), Jack Hadfield (UK), Jay Davison (UK),
Jean-Charles Droz (Switzerland), Jeff Harden (UK), John Clark (UK), John Leon Duncan Bradford (UK), John
Pearce (UK), John Reedmam (UK), John Slater (UK), John W Parr (UK), John Wheeler (UK), Jordan Cooper
(UK), Julian Dufour (USA), Kerry Croxton (UK), Kim Pouwels (UK), Klaus – Uwe Spuck (Germany), Kurt
Tuckerman (USA), Lance Pedwell (UK), Les Collier (UK), Les Gobbett (UK), Lloyd Carpenter (UK), Malcolm
Duff (UK), Marc Sargent (UK), Mark Cropper (UK), Martin North (UK), Matt Greenly (UK), Melissa Dale
(UK), Michael O'Callaghan (UK), Michael Scott (UK), Michael Rigg (UK), Mike Hetherington (UK), Nathan
Sandler (Israel), Nicholas Dollery (UK), Nick Dawson (UK), Nigel Smith (UK), Pat Afford (UK), Paul Dorner
(UK), Paul Guinness (UK), Paul Heaton (UK), Paul Jennings (UK), Paul Lamb (UK), Peter Harmour (UK),
Peter Mantwill (Germany), Paul Richards (UK), Philip (UK), Raif (Germany), Ray Burrow (UK), Ray Hartley
(UK), Richard Snape (UK), Rik Borgman (Netherlands), Robin Constable (UK), Robin Cooke (UK), Ron Biggin
(UK), Ron Gooding (UK), Roy Baldwin (UK), Sean Anthony (UK), Sean (UK), Sean Bailey (UK), Simon
Huntington (UK), Stefan Arlow (UK), Steve Radford (UK), Steve Routledge (UK), Stewart Halstead (UK), Sue
Cropper (UK), Tim Willard (UK), Tom and Hari (UK), Tom Karen (UK), Tommy Duvefelt (Sweden), Tony
Heath (UK), Trevor Downs (UK), Trevor Franklin (UK).
New Members have joined from: Australia, Germany, Israel, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and USA.
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Congratulations to David Dooley (UK) who is our 100th member and receives a refund of his membership
fee.
*Please note all members joining after 26th December 2016 will be listed in the next magazine.

Supporting Clubs
One of our goals at the RMC is to co-exist and work alongside other Reliant clubs. Therefore, we are
delighted to be working with the following clubs:
The Bug Club: www.bondbugs.co.uk
The Kitten Register: www.kitreg.org.uk
The Reliant Sabre and Scimitar Owners club: www.scimitarweb.co.uk

Myth or fact – Comedy programs killed Reliant
Each edition we take an apparent fact about Reliant and determine if it is a fact or just a myth. There has
long been those that believe TV programs like the BBC series, Only Fools and Horses (OFAH) along with
comedians like Jasper Carrot were partly to blame for the lack of sales for Reliant of which helped to lead
to the demise of the company. But is this true?
The RMC investigated to find out
if there was any evidence for or
against such a belief searching
for material that showed Reliant
sales were affected. However,
that was easier said than done.
Despite all the jokes and
negative comments that can be
found about the companies
three-wheelers, nothing actually
connects poor sales to comedy
programs or even hints at this.
Further research soon showed that such programs actually boosted demand for Reliant three-wheelers.
This is backed up by a 1989 article from the Tamworth Herald. Reliant themselves reported that due to
jokes about Reliant, especially those by Jasper Carrot and Del Boy’s van in OFAH, sales figures actually
increased and, in that year specifically, resulted in a three month waiting-list.
Anne Moore, who at the time was the Sales Executive at Reliant, is reported as saying, “Jasper Carrot is our
best salesman by far”. She continues to say, “Someone even bought a sticker for the back of their new
Robin saying “As advertised by Jasper Carrot.” By 1989 Only Fools and Horses was on its sixth series and
Reliant acknowledged that when it was aired, it often gave an unexpected boost for demand.
It would appear therefore that this is a myth, comedy programs did not hinder the sales of Reliant vehicles
they actually helped to increase them. These days the jokes and TV shows live on, but manufacture of
Reliant vehicles has long ceased. That said, whether you like them or not, Reliant Supervans in OFAH livery
continue to boost the popularity of Reliant vehicles and indeed have resulted in many vans being rescued
and restored.
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On the Bookshelf
In the last few months two new books on Reliant have been released, both are by members of the RMC.

The Reliant Robin
by Giles Chapman
Spanning four decades, the Reliant Robin
was a familiar, if eccentric, fixture on
Britain’s roads; an object of amusement to
those who didn’t understand its ultra-thrifty
ways and a source of pride to the many
thousands of owners who did. During a
time of deep recession in 1970s Britain, this
stylish little car from Tamworth became a
massive hit, boasting low fuel consumption
and cheap tax. Reliant couldn’t make them
fast enough, until a culture of more
sophisticated car buyers saw it go into
eventual decline. From its beginnings in
1973 to its demise almost thirty years later,
Giles Chapman traces the colourful history
of the most famous and iconic threewheeled car in Britain.
•Paperback: 112 pages
•Publisher: The History Press; 01 edition (1 Nov. 2016)
•Language: English
•ISBN-10: 0750967595,
•ISBN-13: 978-0750967594
• Product Dimensions: 22.7 x 1.3 x 25.2 cm
Available from all good book shops RRP: £16.99
Best Price at time of Print: From £7.65 on Amazon.co.uk

The Reliant Motor Company
by Elvis Payne,
foreword by H.R.H. The Princess Royal
The Reliant Motor Company, established in 1935 and
destined to outlast almost every one of its
competitors at the time by staying in business for 66
years, is nevertheless perhaps the most underrated
car manufacturer in the world. As a relatively small
British motor company positioned on the ancient A5
road where it passes through Tamworth in the English
midlands, Reliant initially brought family motoring to
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the masses with its range of three-wheeler cars and it is maybe still best known for the ‘Robin’ three
wheeler. The complete story of Reliant is much more than a single model however, and in particular the
1970s Scimitar GTE was emulated by almost every other car manufacturer whilst the Scimitar itself became
the choice of royalty and celebrities alike. Reliant was also a great innovator, a company that achieved
many world firsts and exported vehicles all over the world. Indeed, it was Reliant that created a complete
car industry for Israel and Turkey. From early prototypes through Reliant 7cwt to Reliant, Regal, Regent,
Kitten, Sabra Sport and of course the Scimitar to the less well known known Scooter Ski, Ant and countless
‘one-offs’ and projects, The Reliant Motor Company uncovers the full story of the company and its cars
which have developed a cult following amongst car owners, enthusiasts and ex-employees alike.
•Hardcover: 160 pages
•Publisher: Nostalgia Road Publications Ltd (29 April 2016)
•Language: English
•ISBN-10: 1908347368
• ISBN-13: 978-1908347367
• Product Dimensions: 26 x 1.5 x 26 cm
Available from all good book shops RRP: £18.95. Best Price at time of Print: From £10.29 on Amazon.co.uk

The 10 Question Interview
This edition we interview Pat Afford, daughter or Reliant’s cofounder E.S.Thompson and sister to Reliant’s Colin Fine-Thompson

Q1:
RMC: Over the years it was often noted that T.L.Williams was the founder of Reliant with no mention of
your father being a co-founder. Did that upset your family?
Pat: No Dad was very laid back, things might have annoyed him but he just got on with it. I don't think Col
bothered too much, he just accepted his character.
Q2:
RMC: What is your earliest memory you have of your father's connection to Reliant?
Pat: Only that he enjoyed his work and I don't remember him being stressed!!!
Q3:
RMC: Your father is well documented for solving problems by drawing plans on the back of cigarette
packets, was he just the same at home?
Pat: Not an easy one to answer but it was possible I guess.!!!
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Q4:
RMC: There is a photo of you and your father in 1953 with the first production Regal passenger car. Do you
recall much about this and who are the other people in the photograph?
Pat: Peggy and Rex Pargeter, two people Dad met in a pub they became good friends they wanted to come
over to see the factory. Rex was the first person we knew who sadly died of cancer while quite young.

Q5.
RMC: When your brother Colin also started at Reliant, were you ever tempted to work there also?
Pat: I worked at Press Operations (RMC - A subsidiary of Reliant) for a short while to make a bit of money. I
could not have done it for too long, the repetitive work would have driven me bonkers!
Q6
RMC: It is known that in later years Ray Wiggin
used to take cars home to test drive them. Did
your father ever arrive home in a Reliant?
Pat: Yes often, there is a picture of me (aged
about 5 circa 1937) and my Mum outside our
bungalow in Drayton Manor and you can just
see the front of a Reliant van. So Dad did bring
them home, I don't think he owned one but I do
look a bit young to remember.!!!
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Q7
RMC: Your father is reported to have said he wanted to be a farmer but your grandfather recommended
he went into Industry. He took your grandfather's advice although upon retirement your father had great
plans for his 2 acres of garden and he also bought a greenhouse to cultivate tomatoes. Did he enjoy a bit of
farming following retirement or did remaining on the board at Reliant keep him busy?
Pat: Dad loved growing vegetables, his tomatoes were renowned.
Q8:
RMC: Sadly as the years pass, those with knowledge of Reliant become fewer, do you think it is important
that as much information as possible is captured about Reliant for future generations?
Pat: I think it is very important to gather as much information as possible as there soon won't be anyone
left to remember!
Q9:
RMC: What do you personally feel about your family connection to Reliant?
Pat: I am glad to have had the connection to Reliant and love to see a Reliant car on the road.
Q10:
RMC: If you could have any Reliant model brand new, what would you choose?
Pat: Scimitar GTE

Our thanks to Pat Afford for taking part in this interview. Another 10 question interview will appear in the
next edition.
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Reliant Powered: Exclusive interview with Trident Motors Inc.
Back in early 1980s and located in Columbus,
Ohio, USA, Trident Motors Inc, was a division of
KVV Enterprises. Headed by brothers Denny and
Roger Vincent, the company manufactured a
number of utility two and three wheeled vehicles
based around a Honda motorcycle that were used
by the Police. Trident Motors would make the
frame and then mount the Honda components
into it. One such vehicle was even loaned to
Warner Bros. Studios for the 1983 Clint Eastwood
film, Sudden Impact. In the film it was used for a
bank job and the baddie takes off on it with
Eastwood close behind. The whole front end of
the vehicle was destroyed during filming although Warner Bros. repaired it and sent it back to them.
Planning to extend the range of vehicles, Denny recalls that, “We were looking to build a vehicle to
compete with Cushman in the municipal utility vehicle market, and the State of Ohio - Business
Development Department made an introduction to Ian (whose surname is unfortunately forgotten) who
was helping Reliant Motors development international business in the States at the time. My brother and I
flew to London and Ian took us around the city, and then we visited Reliant in Two Gates Tamworth and
met with Reliant to sign a deal to import their "rolling chassis".
The rolling chassis was that of the Reliant Rialto complete with its water cooled 848cc engine. This
immediately provided an advantage over the Cushman that was using high maintenance, air-cooled
engines. A deal was struck and a contract was signed in December 1982 for Reliant to supply rolling chassis
in knock down form. For Denny one vivid memory of the visit was that of the Sales Manager at Reliant who
would put on a pair of leather gloves before driving them to lunch.
Once the running gear arrived in the States via a container and was then assembled, Denny details that,
“We put our various body configurations on the Reliant chassis. Turf maintenance, dump truck for refuse
collection, and parking meter configuration body for meter maids.” The vehicles were called the Trident
R‐834 with Denny noting that, “I always liked how BMW chose numbers for models, instead of names like
Caprice, Falcon and crap like that. So we went with that format.” The R-834 in the name therefore stood
for Reliant (R) - 850cc engine (8), three wheels (3), four forward gears (4).
With a top speed of around 35mph, the Trident R‐834 range included a number of utility vehicles. Fitted
with a steel body that had an enclosed cabin with seating for two, each Trident had a 1,000lb payload
capacity dump bed with a hydraulic tilting system and a ‘quick pin disconnect system’ that allowed
components to be interchanged from various models. At first, the Trident R‐834 had a single headlight,
however, as production progressed, the vehicles received a number of changes that included dual
headlights with indicators mounted either side.
The range also included a Trident R-834/T (turf maintenance) that was an open-top version that had a
hydraulic back with hinged sides and a Trident R-834R. This was an enclosed-cab version that had a deep
dumper body at the back. A further version, the Trident R-834P was similar although fitted with a
shallower pick-up body at the rear.
Denny notes that, “One of our first big contracts in the States was the City of Pasadena, California. They
purchased 20 to 25 dump body units for refuse collection. We sold several others to Police departments,
golf courses, and parks departments.”
In 1986 Trident Motors Inc. ceased as a company after around 40 Reliant based Trident R-834 models had
been built and thus the contract with Reliant ended.
Our thanks to both Denny and Roger Vincent for taking the time to provide the information above.
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Competition
Thanks to our friends at Olympiahistoric.com, we have two pairs of tickets (Worth £40 a pair) to give away
to the Olympia Historic Automobile Fair & Auction in London from 17th - 19th February 2017.
The Olympia Historic Automobile Fair & Auction, in partnership with renowned auction house Coys, is
London’s new luxury lifestyle event for owners and collectors of fine classic cars. Created in an intimate
and elegant environment with a sensational collection of the finest collection of historic, classic and racing
cars as a backdrop, the event provides the perfect environment for classic motoring enthusiasts to both
indulge their passions and acquire their next investment.
Held in London’s most prestigious exhibition venue, Grade II listed Olympia, in The Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea on the 17 – 19 February 2017, the Olympia Historic Automobile Fair & Auction is
positioned to attract the ultra-high-net-worth segment of the market. To deliver an unforgettable
experience for visitors, a series of branded features will range from exquisite watch displays and luxury
travel experiences to fine food and drink. Plus, workshops will be led by experts and specialists who will
advise on how to maximise investments in everything from old classics to racing cars.
With more than 100 fine historic automobiles on auction, this event presents an exclusive environment
where buyers will go to fulfil a lifelong dream of finding a special new acquisition as well as inspirational
insight on how to get the most out of their passion for classic cars.

Win a pair of tickets
For your chance to win a pair of tickets simply answer the following question:
In what year was Reliant founded?
•1) 1932
•2) 1935
•3) 1937
Please e-mail your answer 1, 2 or 3 to competition@reliantclub.co.uk

The closing date is midnight on January 31st 2017 where upon a winner will be chosen at random. Please
note no alternative cash price will be offered and the judge’s decision is final. Anyone can enter the
competition; you do not have to be a member of the RMC. No personal details are required at this time,
winner will be notified by email on February 1st and asked for postal address for tickets to be sent to. If no
reply is received within 48 hours then another name will be drawn at random
Can’t wait to get a ticket
RMC members are eligible for a £10 discount making the door price £10 when booked in advance and
quoting a member’s discount code. Visit the Members section of the RMC website for more details.
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Media Request
Over the last 6 months the RMC has had the following media request:
Reliant 3-wheeler for filming
Gulliver Moore Films & Commercials were making an advert for a stock trading company called Valutrade
and they needed a Reliant 3-wheeler. A Robin was provided by RMC member Andrew Stowe and an article
(The Robin, The Robot and the Rain) features in this magazine.
Photo for Discovery Channel
WAG TV is making a TV show for the Discovery Channel called, How Do They Do It? This season they are
filming a piece about the new Morgan 3-wheeler. In the piece they will also talk about other three
wheelers and want to mention the Reliant. They therefore contacted the RMC asking could we help with
any photographs after seeing our online galleries.
Footage for OFAH documentary
North One Television are making a documentary series about the BBC TV series Only Fools and Horses
which they are co-producing with the estate of writer /creator John Sullivan’s production company Shazam
Productions, for UKTV. Their series has the wholehearted backing of Sir David Jason and the Sullivan family.
Sir David and Jim Sullivan will feature throughout the series in filmed sequences and interviews, and
they will be showing lots of great clips from the Only Fools and Horses series. In addition to this they also
want to show period footage of the Reliant Regal and so they contacted the RMC asking could we help
after seeing our RMC YouTube channel.
DigitalTrends.com
Asked us for a quote on the appearance of the Supervan III in the Microsoft game Horizon 3. An article on
this features in this magazine.
Reliant Robin for Britain’s got Talent
Thames Television contacted us as they were after a Reliant Robin with a Union Jack paint scheme for the
programme, “Britain’s got Talent”.

Social Media
Remember you can also catch up with us on Social Media, we are on Facebook, Twitter and the newly
announced DriveTribe. DriveTribe is a new motoring web site set up by the old BBC Top Gear presenters,
Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May. Receiving a pre-launch invitation, we were able to
set up the first Reliant based page on their web site. Given the way Reliant's have been portrayed by them
in the past some people may question why we would create a Reliant page on there. Our answer is simple,
our aim as a club is to promote the world of Reliant and educate people on its history and vehicles. The
page on DriveTribe gives us an excellent opportunity to do this and prove that Reliant vehicles really are
much safer than depicted and that the company itself was quite an innovator.
Please visit our web site at www.reliant.website for Social Media links.

In closing...
We hope you have enjoyed the first edition of the Reliant Motor Club Review. Our aim is to make it as
diverse as possible so that it covers all aspects of Reliant. If you would like to comment on this edition or
indeed have any ideas or stories for future edition then please let us know by emailing
members@reliantclub.co.uk
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